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Everything’s an Argument 
Lesson 3 

 
Structuring Arguments 
What do you do when you want to write an argument? The sheer variety of persuasive 
situations precludes simple guidelines: arguments serve too many audiences and purposes to 
wear one suit of clothes. Arguments must be treated like living things—cultivated, 
encouraged, and refined. Five-step plans for changing minds or scoring points do not work. 
Instead, an informal method for constructing arguments, known as the Toulmin Method, will 
help you think more clearly about basic elements of the writing process. 
 
Making Claims 
Claims are statements of belief or truth. When you make an argument, you stake out a 
position others will find debatable. Here are some fairly simple, undeveloped claims: 
 

 Grades in college should be abolished. 

 NASA should launch a human expedition to Mars. 

 The federal government should support the arts. 
 
Attaching Reasons 
For every claim, there should be a reason—or two or three. A reason is a statement that offers 
evidence to support a claim. You can begin developing a claim, then, by drawing up a list of 
good reasons to support it. Doing so will provide a framework for your argument by 
generating a series of smaller claims that you can explore and, if necessary, short up. 
 
One writer wanted to gather reasons in support of a claim that college campuses need more 
motorcycle parking. Here is a list of the reasons he came up with: 
 

 Personal experience: At least three times a week for two semesters, he had been unable 
to find a parking space for his motorcycle. 

 Anecdotes: Several of his best friends told similar stories; one had even sold his 
motorcycle as a result. 

 Facts: He had found out that the ratio of car to motorcycle parking spaces was 200 to 1, 
whereas the ratio of cars to motorcycles on campus was 25 to 1. 

 Authorities: The campus police chief had indicated in an interview with the college 
newspaper that she believed a problem existed for students trying to park motorcycles. 

 
In shaping your arguments, try putting claims and reasons together early in the writing process 
to create what Aristotle called enthymemes, or arguments in brief: NASA should launch a 
human expedition to Mars because Americans need a unifying national goal. 
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Determining Warrants 
The warrant is the connection, often unstated and assumed, between your claim and your 
supporting reasons, the glue that holds them together. A sound warrant in an argument gives 
you authority to proceed with a case. If readers accept your warrant, you can then present 
specific evidence to prove your claim. If readers dispute your warrant, you will have to defend 
it before you can move on to the claim itself. 
 
The warrant is the assumption that makes the claim seem plausible. Here’s an example: 
 

 Don’t eat that mushroom—it’s poisonous. 
 
The warrant supporting this enthymeme can be stated in several ways, always moving from 
the reason (It’s poisonous) to the claim (“Don’t eat that mushroom): 
 

 That which is poisonous shouldn’t be eaten. 

 If something is poisonous, it’s dangerous to eat. 
 
Here’s a similar example, beginning with the argument in its enthymeme form: 
 

 We’d better stop for gas because the gauge has been reading empty for more than 
thirty miles. 

 
Moving from the reason (Because the gauge has been reading empty) to the claim (We’d 
better stop for gas), the warrant could be stated in several ways: 
 

 If the fuel gauge of a car has been reading empty for more than thirty miles, the tank is 
nearly empty. 

 When a fuel gauge has been reading empty for more than thirty miles, a car is about to 
run out of gas. 

 
Since most readers would accept either of these warrants as reasonable, they would also likely 
accept the statement the warrants support. Let’s look at a third case, one in which stating the 
warrant confirms the weakness of an enthymeme that does not seem convincing on its own: 
 

 Grades in high school should be abolished because I don’t like them! 
 
What is the reason? “Because I don’t like them!” What is the claim? “Grades in high school 
should be abolished.” Now you can see that the warrant is silly and selfish: 
 

 What I don’t like should be abolished. 
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Offering Evidence: Backing and Grounds 
Claims and warrants are only the skeleton of an argument; the bulk of a writer’s work—the 
richest, most interesting part—still remains to be done after the argument has been 
assembled. Claims and warrants clearly stated do suggest the scope of the evidence you have 
yet to assemble. 
 
Entering an argument can be like walking into a conversation already in progress. In the case 
of the politics of space exploration, the conversation has been a vigorous one, debated with 
varying intensity since the launch in 1957 of the Soviet Union’s Sputnik satellite—the first 
human-engineered object to orbit the earth. A writer stumbling into this dialogue without a 
sense of history or context will not get far. Acquiring background knowledge is the toll you 
have to pay to gain authority to speak on this subject. Without a minimum amount of 
information on this—or any comparable subject—all the subtleties of the Toulmin Method will 
do you little good. 
 
So if you are going to make a claim about the politics of space exploration, you need to defend 
both your warrant and your claim with authority, knowledge, and passion, beginning the 
warrant. Evidence you offer in support of a warrant is called backing. 
 

 Warrant: What unifies the nation ought to be a national priority. 
 

 Backing: On a personal level, Americans want to be a part of something bigger than 
themselves (Emotional Claim). A country as regionally, racially, and culturally diverse as 
the United States of America needs common purposes and values to hold its democratic 
system together (Ethical Claim). In the past, enterprises such as western expansion, 
World War II, and the Apollo moon program enabled many—though not all—Americans 
to work toward common goals (Logical Claim). 

 
Once you are confident that most readers will grant your warrant, you can move on to 
demonstrate the truth of your enthymeme. Evidence you offer in support of your enthymeme 
is called the grounds. 
 

 Enthymeme: NASA should launch a human expedition to Mars (claim) because 
Americans need a unifying national goal (reason). 

 

 Grounds: The American people are politically divided along racial, ethnic, religious, 
gender, and class lines (Factual Claim). A common challenge or problem unites people to 
accomplish great things (Emotional Claim). Successfully managing a Mars mission would 
require the cooperation of the entire nation (Logical Claim). A human expedition to 
Mars would be a worthwhile scientific project for the nation to pursue (Logical Claim). 
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Using Qualifiers 
You can stipulate your responsibilities in an argument simply through the judicious use of 
qualifiers—terms and conditions that limit your claims and warrants. You can save yourself 
much time if you qualify a claim early in the writing process. One way to qualify an argument is 
by spelling out the terms of the claim as precisely as possible. Never assume that readers 
understand the limits you have in mind. Whenever you can, spell out what you mean precisely.  
 
In the following examples, the first claim in each pair would be much harder to argue 
convincingly and responsibly than the second claim. 
 

 Efforts to reduce drug use have failed (Unqualified Claim). 
 

 Most efforts in Texas to reduce marijuana use among high school students have failed 
(Qualified Claim). 

 
Understanding Conditions of Rebuttal 
At every stage in developing your argument, you might converse with the imaginary reader 
who is skeptical and demanding. This will help you foresee the objections and reservations real 
readers will have regarding your arguments. Those objections are known as counterarguments 
and your response is referred to as a rebuttal. 
 
Here’s an example: You are a big fan of National Public Radio (NPR) and the National 
Endowment for the Arts (NEA). You prefer that federal tax dollars be spent on these programs. 
So you offer the following claim: 
 

 Claim: The federal government should support the arts. 
 
You need reasons to support this thesis, so you decide to present the issue as a matter of 
values: 
 

 Enthymeme: The federal government should support the arts (claim) because it also 
supports the military (reason). 

 
Now you can test the warrant, or the premises, of your claim: 
 

 Warrant: If the federal government can support the military, it can also support other 
programs. 

 
Something is missing to make a convincing case. You may imagine a reader wondering what 
would not be fundable according to your very broad principle. So you revise it: 
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 Revised Enthymeme: If the federal government can spend huge amounts of money on 
the military (reason), it can afford to spend much less on public programs (claim). 

 
Now you have a new warrant: 
 

 Revised Warrant: A country that can fund expensive programs can also afford less 
expensive programs. 

 
Remember that even though your warrant seems solid, you still have to offer strong grounds 
to support your specific and controversial claim. Once again, you cite statistics from reputable 
sources, this time specifically comparing the federal budgets for the military and the arts, 
breaking them down in ways readers can visualize. You should also spend some time 
explaining the benefits the arts provide for the very few dollars spent and that such funding 
falls under the constitutional mandate to “promote the general welfare.” 
 

 
Respond 
 
1. Claims aren’t always easy to find—sometimes they are buried deep within an argument, 

and sometimes they are not present at all. An important skill in reading and writing 
arguments is the ability to identify claims, even when they are not obvious. Read two 
opinion articles from this week’s Language Blog post. Then, reduce each one to a single 
sentence, beginning with “I believe that…”—this should represent the simplest version of 
the writer’s claim. Finally, look carefully at the words the writers use when stating their 
positions. Is there a common vocabulary? Can you find words or phrases that signal an 
impending claim? Which of these seem most effective? Which seem least effective? Why? 
 

2. At their simplest, warrants can be stated as “X is good” or “X is bad.” Warrants are based in 
shared judgments of value. If the audience members agree that X is bad, they will accept 
the connection the writer makes between the claim and the reason. Warrants are hard to 
find since they rely on unstated assumptions about value. Return to the two opinion 
articles from Exercise 1, this time looking for the warrant behind each claim. Ask yourself: If 
I find myself agreeing with the writer, what assumptions about the subject matter do I 
share with him/her? If I disagree, what assumptions are at the heart of that disagreement? 

 
3. Formulate a specific claim about the role of computers or the Internet in education. Then, 

turn this claim into a full enthymeme by attaching major supporting reasons. Finally, state 
the warrant that connects your claim to its supporting reasons. If necessary, qualify your 
initial claim. 
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How to Break Free of Our 19th-Century Factory-Model Education 
System 
By Joel Rose 

 
More than 150 years ago, Massachusetts became the first state to 
provide all of its citizens access to a free public education. Over the 
next 66 years, every other state made the same guarantee. The 
result was a publicly-funded system where, in every American 
classroom, groups of about 28 students of roughly the same age are 
taught by one teacher, usually in an 800 square-foot room. This 
model has been the dominant archetype ever since. 
 
It's a factory-model classroom. Inspired in part by the approach 
Horace Mann saw in Prussia in 1843, it seemed to adequately 
prepare American youth for the 20th century industrialized 
economy. But in 1983, the federal government declared in A Nation 
at Risk that our system was starting to slide. 
 
The year 1983 was also seminal for the technology industry. 
Microsoft released MS Word and Apple introduced the new Apple 
IIe. Some predicted that the demand for better schools, coupled 
with the supply of computers and new software, would soon 
revolutionize our nation's classrooms. 
 
It didn't quite happen. 
 
Schools did move to adopt new technologies -- computers and 
software, increased bandwidth, and infrastructure. But there is scant 
research-based evidence that these tools have had the exponential 
impact on public education many anticipated. 
 
Given the enormous impact that technology has had on nearly every 
other aspect of our society, how can that be? 
 
WITH LOVE FROM PRUSSIA 
Perhaps it is because educational tools that have come into our 
classrooms over the last couple of decades, whether technology or 
otherwise, continue to be used within a school structure that is 
virtually unchanged since the mid-nineteenth century. 
 
That model was imported from Prussia with a different purpose in 
mind. Horace Mann's free school movement stemmed less from a 
belief in the economic or moral imperative of education for all 
children and more from a desire to simply create a tolerant, civilized 
society. 
 
Mann grew up in Massachusetts during the early part of the 19th 
century, where religious tension between Protestants and Catholics 
dominated public life. Parochial schools, in his view, only reinforced 
these divisions. The Prussian model, on the other hand, was 
designed to build a common sense of national identity. 
 
Applied back home, Mann thought, large groups of students learning 
together would help to blur the divisions among religious groups 
and establish a more unified and egalitarian society. And as that 
model became the American blueprint, Mann's vision ultimately 
became the foundation for our national system of schooling. 
 
Mann's vision also made sense for the industrial age in which he 
lived. The factory line was simply the most efficient way to scale 
production in general, and the analog factory-model classroom was 

the most sensible way to rapidly scale a system of schools. Factories 
weren't designed to support personalization. Neither were schools. 
 
TOOLS AREN'T ENOUGH 
Today our collective vision for education is broader, our nation is 
more complex and diverse, and our technical capabilities are more 
powerful. But we continue to assume the factory-model classroom 
and its rigid bell schedules, credit requirements, age-based grade 
levels, and physical specifications when we talk about school reform. 
 
That's why the promise of educational innovation is less about 
processing power and software code and more about the 
opportunity to release ourselves from general assumptions 
regarding how instruction is organized and delivered. It's why our 
collective charge in K-12 innovation today should go beyond merely 
designing and producing new tools. Rather, our focus should 
primarily be to design new classroom models that take advantage of 
what these tools can do. 
 
Absent new models, many of our technological capabilities (which 
can now support both scale and personalization) are either 
inaccessible or clumsily grafted on. Three computers added to the 
back of a classroom may look like a positive step toward bringing 
that classroom into the advanced technological age. However, 
smoothly integrating three computers into a daily lesson is not 
always easy when a teacher has to consider the needs of 28 
students all learning at the same time. Software programs that 
enable students to learn at their own pace can be powerful, 
particularly for students who are at an academic level far above or 
below the rest of the class. But this type of software is often not 
readily compatible with a teacher's need to cover a grade-level 
scope-and-sequence for all students. 
 
APP FOR TEACHER 
Of course, some new technology tools have been useful in the 
classroom. There are many schools where interactive whiteboards 
have replaced chalkboards, computers support research in libraries, 
and electronic grade-books have supplanted spiral notebooks. These 
are the kinds of tools that can be readily integrated into a traditional 
classroom environment. But different teachers use these kinds of 
tools in different ways and their use does not facilitate a pivot from 
the rigidity of the factory model classroom. As a result, there is little 
research to show that investment in these kinds of tools has a 
meaningful impact on student learning. 
 
New classroom delivery models allow us to re-imagine new 
combinations of educator expertise, time, instructional materials, 
research, physical space, parental support, and (yes) technology in 
ways that achieve optimal outcomes for students. They begin not by 
assuming the current model but rather by understanding what it is 
we want students to be able to do, the measures of success, the 
resources we have to work with, and our own sense of possibility. 
 
Different schools may take different approaches to combining these 
components, depending on their educational philosophies, available 
teaching resources and student needs. For example, some might 
offer science through a combination of in-class activities, 
collaborative lab periods in the evening, and online coaches who 
work in a scientific industry. Others might teach a foreign language 
through the combination of in-class dialogue, web-based software, 
and online activities with students in other countries. Still others, 
like New Classrooms, use a combination of teacher-led instruction, 
student collaborative activities, software, virtual instructors, and a 
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complex scheduling algorithm to enable each student to move 
through an individualized learning progression at his or her own 
pace. 
 
Importantly, model providers also do not need to be directly 
managing the school. While some providers (e.g. Charter 
Management Organizations) may choose to both design new models 
and directly manage schools, others providers may design models to 
work within existing schools and with faculty who remain on the 
district's payroll. 
 
But in either case, model providers would begin to share in the 
accountability for student outcomes at the school level. State or 
districts that currently adopt textbooks would instead certify a 
number of model providers who would then pair off with schools 
(on a mutual selection basis) to support the implementation and 
customization of their model in a particular subject area. Over time, 
as models begin to mature, states and districts would be able to 
analyze the academic impact of the model providers, rewarding 
those that are most successful and decertifying those that are not. 
 

*** 
The Information Age has facilitated a reinvention of nearly every 
industry except for education. It's time to unhinge ourselves from 
many of the assumptions that undergird how we deliver instruction 
and begin to design new models that are better able to leverage 
talent, time, and technology to best meet the unique needs of each 
student. In doing so, we can put Mann's innovation in its proper 
context: as the foundation for our commitment to a public 
education but not as the blueprint for how to deliver it. 
 

 
Magical Thinking about Technology in Education 
By Valerie Strauss 

 
To hear some people talk, you’d think technology is going to save 
public education. Really? Here’s a caution post from Larry Cuban, a 
high school social studies teacher for 14 years, a district 
superintendent (seven years in Arlington, Va.), and professor 
emeritus of education at Stanford University, where he has taught 
for more than 20 years. His new book is “Inside the Black Box of the 
Classroom: Change without Reform in American 
Education.” This appeared on his School Reform and Classroom 
Practice blog. 
 
By Larry Cuban 
 
Few high-tech entrepreneurs, pundits, or booster of online learning, 
much less, policymakers, would ever say aloud publicly that robots 
and hand-held devices will eventually replace teachers. Yet many 
fantasize that such an outcome will occur. High-profile awards to 
entrepreneurs, the occasional cartoon, and advocates who dream of 
online instruction anywhere, anytime transforming education feed 
the fantasy. 
 
Consider Sugata Mitra, Professor of Educational Technology at 
Newcastle University (United Kingdom). He recently received the 
TED award of $1 million for creating learning environments where 
illiterate Indian children had access to computers in actual holes-in-
walls on streets of New Delhi slums. Some of the children told him: 
“You’ve given us a machine that works only in English, so we had to 
teach ourselves English.” Believing that children’s sense of wonder 

and intrepid curiosity would spur them to use computers and learn 
English, science, and whatever else they were curious about on their 
own, Mitra said to his audiences and funders: “My wish is to help 
design the future of learning by supporting children all over the 
world to tap into their innate sense of wonder and work together. 
Help me build the School in the Cloud, a learning lab in India, where 
children can embark on intellectual adventures by engaging and 
connecting with information and mentoring online.” 
 
The million dollar award is not an accident when so many vendors, 
enthusiasts, and dreamers are willing to spend large sums of money 
to advance the spread of Mitra’s initiative and similar ones through 
both the developing and developed world. 
 
More magical thinking–another noble dream–occurred nearly a 
decade ago with the One-Laptop-Per-Child initiative (OLPC). Nicholas 
Negroponte, MIT professor and former director of the MIT Media 
Lab, designed the project to put inexpensive, solar-powered laptops 
(running now around $200) in the hands of children and youth in 
least developed countries in Africa, Asia, and South America. 
 
Thus far, the largest distribution of laptops, nearly a million, have 
gone to rural and poor children in Peru over the past few years. A 
recent evaluation of the effort concluded: 
 

 The program dramatically increased access to computers. 

 No evidence that the program increased learning in Math 
or Language. 

 Some benefits on cognitive skills. 
 
Results for other developing countries such as Nepal, Sri Lanka, and 
Uruguay have similar mixed results. At best, it is too early to say 
what the benefits have been; after all, laptops are slowly becoming 
obsolete since smart phones and cheaper devices have nearly 
replaced them in many parts of the world; at worst, OLPC 
approaches what Mike Trucano, ICT specialist for the World 
Bank, listed as one of the 9 worst ed tech practices in the developing 
world: Dump hardware in schools, hope for magic to happen. 
 
I certainly saw that with instructional television in the 1960s, 
desktop computers and labs in the 1980s, 1:1 laptop programs since 
the mid-1990s and I now see a similar pattern with iPads, other 
tablets, and smart phones. Magical thinking about transforming 
teaching and learning–dumping teachers and traditional schools 
disappearing–is close to make-believe even when children have 
these powerful devices in their hands. 
 
Vendor-driven hype and wishful policy thinking over robots, 
increasingly sophisticated artificial intelligence software, and 
expanded virtual teaching feed private and public fantasies about 
replacing teachers and schools. Taking a step back and thinking 
about what parents, voters, and taxpayers want from schools–the 
social, economic, political, and individual goals–makes magical 
thinking more of a curse in the inevitable public disappointment and 
cynicism that ensue after money is spent, paltry results emerge, and 
machines  become obsolete. 
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